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BIOGRAPHY

Carrie is an Associate in the Hong Kong office specialising in construction and engineering, as well

as commercial claims and disputes in complex international arbitration cases and Hong Kong

litigation cases. Her experience includes representing employers, main contractors and

subcontractors concerning high-profile projects in Asia and the UAE. She has strong experience in

acting on a range of disputes including construction claims for time and money, variations, defects,

liquidated and ascertained damages and wrongful termination. Other experiences include tenancy

disputes, cyber fraud cases, shareholders disputes and commercial contract disputes.

During her training contract, Carrie spent six months on secondment to the corporate finance team

in London, with a particular focus on real estate-related mergers and acquisitions.

https://www.bclplaw.com/en-US/offices/hongkong.html
tel:%2B852%203143%208501
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RELATED INSIGHTS

Insights

May 10, 2023

Limitation periods and concurrent duty in tort and contract

In Sheffield Teaching Hospital Foundation Trust v Hadfield Healthcare Partnership Ltd and others, the Technology

and Construction Court provides helpful guidance about the use of standstill agreements to pause limitation

Carrie is an accredited general mediator in Hong Kong. Carrie has passed the 2021 PRC National

Unified Legal Professional Qualification Examination, known as the PRC bar exam.

Carrie is fluent in English, Mandarin and Cantonese.
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periods, and the existence or otherwise of concurrent liabilities in tort and contract in the construction industry.

Insights

May 24, 2022

Recent decision on enforcing a South Korean judgement in Hong Kong: Application of

common law principles

Insights

May 23, 2022

Failed application for setting aside an arbitral award before Hong Kong Court on the

grounds of the lack of proper notice of the appointment of arbitrator and/or non-

compliance of the arbitral procedure

Insights

Apr 14, 2022

Love’s Labour’s Lost?: Online love scam: Unjust enrichment and the defence of bona fide

change of position

In a recent decision Luk Mei Suet Michelle v Afsafari Services Co Ltd and Others ([2022] HKDC 191, DCCJ

5593/2018, 23 February 2022), the Hong Kong District Court considered the applicability of the defence of bona

fide change of position to an unjust enrichment claim brought by a victim of an online romance scam.  

Insights

Apr 06, 2022

Sanctioned offer made at an early stage of the proceedings – unjust to impose costs

consequences?

Insights

Mar 22, 2022

Fraud cases: Hong Kong Court’s jurisdiction on the grant of vesting orders

Insights

Mar 09, 2022

Frustration and rent abatement in commercial leases – Hong Kong Court rules on the

impacts of COVID-19 pandemic

Insights

Jan 14, 2022

Assessment of damages for breach of contract: costs of cure vs difference in value

The most common remedy for breach of contract is the award of damages. The usual aim of the court is to place,

as far as possible, the innocent party in the position it would have been in had the breaching party performed their

contractual obligations. Two usual methods of assessing damages for breach, in a construction setting involving

defects, are (i) the innocent party’s costs of curing the defective performance, or (ii) the difference in value by

reason of the defective performance. A recent HK court case New Era Group (China) Ltd v Studio M Interiors HK

Ltd ([2021] HKCFI 3711, HCA 2963/2018 10 December 2021) provided insights on the use of these methods for

the assessment of damages.
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Insights

Jan 14, 2022

Rectification and removal of incorrect information on the Companies Register

The Companies Register (“the Register”) is the repository of the records of Hong Kong companies, and is

maintained by the Companies Registrar. In general terms, the records within the Register are available for public

search. But, what is the position if the Register records incorrect information, which is filed without the company’s

authority? What legal recourses are available to the company? A recent HK case Light Shine Ltd v Cheung Ho Lai

Lily and Others ([2021] HKCFI 3750, HCMP 884/2021, 15 December 2021) sheds light on the mechanism for the

rectification or removal of incorrect information on the Register.


